
LINEN
and its care



Dear Customer,
Thank you for shopping at from:BEA!

 
 In our workshop we create each piece

individually using artisan methods. 
 

We choose fabrics and threads
exclusively from 100% natural fibres to

ensure that the final result is of
excellent quality as well as having a
lower impact on the environment.

 



The linen care book
 



LINEN

At from:BEA we choose linen to make our
products because it is a high quality fabric and
its cultivation process is highly sustainable; it is

grown organically, free of pesticides and
fertilisers and needs very little water.

 
 It is also very strong and durable and as it has

very little elasticity the products retain their
shape. It is a cool, light fabric with an incredible

drape! Perfect for tableware.
.
 

Our flax grows throughout Normandy, northern
France. It needs a mild climate combining sun, rain,

and wind.
 

It is a fibre that comes straight from nature,
which is why the fabrics are likely to have small

irregularities and imperfections. 
 

In fact, linen is said to be a "noble" fabric
because it does not hide its 100% natural origin,

and its irregularities make it unique.
 

Furthermore, it withstands frequent washing
and is a hypoallergenic fabric - it does not irritate

or cause allergies, making it ideal for contact
with the skin.

 
Water, soap, light, heat, and human contact will
help the textile to acquire better properties over
time. The fibres will slowly change in colour and

feel gradually becoming softer and softer.
 

  



WASHING
This product has been previously washed. 
Wash at 30º

Use anti-stain COLOUR treatments, if necessary,
strictly following the times indicated by the
treatment manufacturer otherwise it will burn the
fabric.   

Never use bleach, it weakens the fibres and affects
the colour. Using a little fabric softener will help
significantly when ironing.

Avoid putting folded products in the washing
machine. 

. For best results, wash linen products separately
from the rest of the laundry and do not overload
the washing machine.
 



In case of heavy stains, we
recommend using "Lagarto" Soap

on the affected area. 
 

Then immediately put it in the
washing machine.

 

Washing Tips



DRYING

When you take it out of the washing machine, the
cotton thread may have shrunk a little. This is

perfectly normal; it will return to its normal form
once it is dry and ironed. 

 
If you have a tablecloth, we recommend folding it in
half lengthwise, stretching it out to avoid creases in

the middle and hanging it up over the centre (without
clothes pegs to avoid marks) or laying it flat to dry,

well stretched out to avoid creases.
 



IRONING

For a starched effect, iron when it is still slightly
damp, they look amazing! 

 
If you have an embroidered design, we recommend
ironing first on the reverse side at medium heat and

if you do so with a towel underneath, even better!
 



If you're in a hurry to dry your napkins or
placemats, when you take them out of the

washing machine, shake them out to remove
the excess water and spread them out on a
thick cotton towel to soak up the moisture.

 
 Now iron without steam at medium heat;

you'll see how quickly they dry!
 

Ironing Tips



Thanks to its properties and natural origin,
using linen improves the quality of life. 

 
It is a truly versatile material, perfect for

dressing any part of your home. 
 
 

Thank you for trusting from:BEA to dress
your home!
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